East Harlem RFP Addendum
RFP Issue Date: August 8, 2019
Pre-submission Conference Date: September 5, 2019
Addendum 1 Issue Date: October 21, 2019

Contents of the Addendum
A. Key Dates (Amended)
B. Questions and Answers – Enclosed are questions and answers that were
asked at the East Harlem RFP pre-submission conference held on September 5,
2019 as well as questions sent to the East Harlem RFP email address.
C. Contact Information - Contact information is provided for those individuals who
attended the pre-submission conference and indicated their willingness to share
their contact information.
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A. Key Dates
The RFP previously stated that “all written questions must be submitted by October 31, 2019 to be
included in the RFP addendum.” The deadline for questions to be included in subsequent RFP
addendums has been revised.
th

All written questions must be submitted by November 8 , 2019 to be included in the RFP addendum.
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B. Questions and Answers
Applicable to Both Sites
Q1: Should we assume prevailing wage for construction labor?
A1: Respondents should assume prevailing wage requirements only if they are utilizing financing
programs that trigger such requirements such as, but not limited to, a program assuming more than 8
project based vouchers.
Q2: Does the construction job have to be unionized?
A2: There is no requirement for the construction job to be unionized.
Q3: Is there any financial incentive or grants involved?
A3: Please refer to Section VIII F. of the RFP.
Q4: When evaluating how responsive the proposal is to community needs, how much weight do
you give to the community visioning report as opposed to other data points or criteria in the RFP?
A4: Preference will be given to proposals that thoughtfully consider goals and priorities outlined in the
Community Visioning Report. HPD evaluates responses holistically and will weigh how submissions
comprehensively address the criteria and requirements outlined in the RFP.
Q5: How does remainder interest program work for condominiums included in the project that
aren’t regulated affordable housing?
A5: Remainder interest applies to the entire Project. Title to the Project, including the non-residential
component, will revert to the City upon the expiration of the regulatory period unless
the parties mutually agree to an additional term of affordability.
Q6: Does the developer have to manage the building after it is completed?
A6: There is no requirement that the developer manage the building after completion. At least one
Principal (of Respondent, or the Respondent's Property Manager) must have experience managing at
least one hundred (100) residential units in New York City within the past seven (7) years. The Principal
must have been the owner and manager, or the owner acting through a management entity, to fulfill this
qualification.
Q7: Are there any Passive House preferences in this project
A7: Preference will be given to submissions that demonstrate excellence in sustainability as indicated on
page 28 of the RFP.
Q8: Should we expect to pay the City compensation for the sites?
A8: The land is anticipated to be disposed of at a nominal fee.
Q9: Is there any expectation the developers may mix and match different capital sources?
A9: Developers may propose a capital stack that mixes different sources.
Q10: Is there any preference given to teams with direct experience or background working in the
area of East Harlem?
A10: There is no direct preference given to teams that include organizations with experience or
background working in the area of East Harlem.
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Q11: What should we assume for construction commencement?
A11: For the purpose of your RFP response, respondents should assume construction commencement
within 18-36 months from the date of the Negotiation Letter.
Q12: How is the responsiveness to community visioning report evaluated?
A12: We look at both how the proposed program and design thoughtfully consider the priorities outlined in
the report in a holistic manner as they relate to the criteria of the RFP. Additionally, submissions that
thoughtfully consider design goals and priorities outlined in the Community Visioning Report will receive
preference under the Design and Performance category. Note that this was not initially indicated in the
Design and Performance category of the competitive criteria.
Q13: Will there be only one addendum released after the deadline to submit questions?
A13: Addenda will be released on a rolling basis as determined by HPD.
Q14: Has City (or HPD) legal conferred with, and received approval from HUD, that the AIRS
requirements as written in the zoning are Fair Housing compliant?
A14: As stated in the RFP, HPD is committed to affirmatively furthering fair housing (AFFH) through all of
its projects. AFFH means contributing to a thriving, integrated neighborhood in East Harlem through the
development of quality affordable housing and valuable amenities that serve local residents. AFFH also
means ensuring that all projects comply with the federal Fair Housing Act, the New York State Human
Rights Law, and the New York City Human Rights Law. HPD will review all proposals in light of its AFFH
obligations and commitments.
Q15: Where can we download form E-4?
A15: There is no Form E-4 included in the RFP. Commercial management experience can be listed in
the respondent’s chosen format.
Q16: There is no “Zoning, Site Plan, and Building Design Guidelines and Site Specific Design
Guidelines” appended to the RFP. Please clarify.
A16: The reference to the “Zoning, Site Plan, and Building Design Guidelines and Site Specific Design
Guidelines” should be disregarded as it was made in error. The competitive criteria are described in the
bullets and are not discussed further in “Zoning, Site Plan, and Building Design Guidelines and Site
Specific Design Guidelines.”
Q17: Is there a preference under the Design category for Submissions that consider goals and
priorities outlined in the Community Visioning Report?
A17: Yes. Submissions that thoughtfully consider design goals and priorities outlined in the Community
Visioning Report will receive preference under the Design and Performance Category. Note that this was
not initially indicated in the Design and Performance category.
Q18: Could you provide us with the most up to date term sheets for ELLA, and Mix and Match?
A18: The current term sheets, which should be used at the time of the RFP submission, may be accessed
on our webpage at https://www1.nyc.gov/site/hpd/developers/new-construction.page.
Q19: Do all members team members with property management experience have to fill out form E2 and E-3 or can it be just the proposed management company?
A19: A separate form must be provided for each Principal with residential management experience.
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MSC SITE
Q1: Is it compulsory that the Multi-Service Center building be retained?
A1: No.
Q2: Is there any expected subsidy to supplement the rent collected from the proposed community
facility tenants? What if the $25 psf rent is not enough to justify the capital improvements to the
Site?
A2: No subsidy to supplement non-residential income is anticipated. Respondents should identify the
gap, if any, associated with the community facility rent ceiling and propose ways to fill this gap.
Q3: Are the MSC tenants required to stay in the same area around East Harlem or can they be
relocated elsewhere in the City.
A3: Proposals should aim to ensure that Tenants have space that allows them to continue serving their
constituents during the construction period. Please refer to Appendix D for more information about each
individual organization.
Q4: Will there be funding for the relocation of the tenants and is there any federal funding such as
CDBG funds involved?
A4: Relocation costs should be included in the development budget. Respondents may identify specific
competitive financing sources to be used for relocation provided they explain the feasibility of obtaining
the proposed sources and/or describe the respondents’ history of successfully applying for the proposed
sources.
Q5: Is there any substantial unoccupied space in the MSC? For example, is the one-story annex
to the west occupied?
A5: The two-story annex shown in Appendix C no longer exists as it has been demolished. Please refer
to available building data, the site tour, Appendix C and Appendix D with regards to how the space is
currently utilized.
Q6: Will the City contribute money for the temporary relocation of the tenants and/or bringing the
tenants back to the newly developed community facility space?
A6: At this time, the City has not identified any sources beyond what is outlined in the RFP for the
relocation of tenants or potential relocation back to the newly developed community facility on the MSC
site. The City will work with designated developer to identify sources as well as work with tenants on
relocation prior to construction closing.
Q7: Are the developers free to contact each individual organization?
A7: Development Teams should use their discretion as to what organizations they would like to engage in
developing their proposals.
Q8: Can Respondents propose to accommodate the MSC tenants in the existing building during
the construction period without disruption to staff and clients? Will not submitting a Plan for
Tenant Relocation, in that case, be either a disqualifier or be considered a negative attribute of an
application?
A8: Respondents may propose to accommodate the MSC tenants in the existing building during the
construction period provided they are able to substantiate the construction and financial feasibility of such
plan. If a Respondent proposes maintaining the MSC tenants in the existing building during the
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construction period, they may submit a plan detailing such arrangements in lieu of a plan for tenant
relocation.
Q9: Do all the shared spaces listed on the first page of Appendix D need to be provided in a
temporary relocation space regardless of whether all the Tenants are relocated in the same
shared space?
A9: There are no threshold requirements regarding the square footage of temporary relocation space for
Tenants. The plan to relocate Tenants prior to closing will be evaluated on, among other things, the
ability to provide space that meets the Tenants’ continued needs outlined in Appendix D, an engagement
strategy, the costs associated with relocation, and the proposed schedule.
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NYPD SITE
Q1: Is there a preference to provide more than 10% units for formerly homeless households on
the NYPD site?
A1: No, all preferences are outlined in the Competitive Criteria. Proposals will be evaluated based on
how they maximize affordability.
Q2: Does the Respondent need to propose a temporary relocation of NYPD parking?
A2: No. HPD will work with NYPD to arrange for temporary relocation of NYPD parking.
Q3: Is there any possibility to provide stacked parking spaces or attended parking?
A3: For the purpose of the RFP, respondents should assume that the parking must be designed for
operating without an attendant. Thus, attended parking or stackers should not be proposed.
Q4: Is there parking in the adjacent NYPD precinct cellar and may the proposed parking connect
to that cellar?
A4: For the purpose of the RFP, respondents should assume that all parking requirements need to be
addressed on site.
Q5: In appendix E, what is the item called rock wall? Is there a rock wall expected in the new
building?
A5: The rock wall is a moveable climbing wall that the NYPD uses for community events. The parking
area needs to accommodate this structure.
Q6: Have any environmental studies been done on the parking lot already?
A6: The parking lot was analyzed as a potential development site as part of the East Harlem Rezoning
environmental review process. Respondents may refer to the publicly available documents related to the
East Harlem rezoning found here:
https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/applicants/eis-documents.page
Q7: Do you see any advantage of proposing community facility or commercial uses on the NYPD
25th precinct site given the $25 psf requirement for not for profit space.
A7: There is no requirement to underwrite non-residential space at a specific rate for the NYPD 25th
Precinct site. Respondents should substantiate income from any such space by providing market
comparables.
Respondents should propose a development program that meets the goals of the RFP. The development
program will be evaluated per the competitive criteria outlined in the RFP.
Q8: Is there an expectation that the community facility and commercial space be condo-ed out for
the NYPD site?
A8: Respondents may propose legal structures provided they conform with LIHTC rules and any other
applicable regulatory requirements.
Q9: Will the NYPD precinct be redeveloped under this project?
A9: The police precinct is not part of the site or the project.
Q10: For the police parking garage, are there specifications for the vehicles?
A10: Please refer to Exhibit E of the RFP.
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C. Contact Information
Last Name
Aboyado-Cole
Advani
Akhavan
Baez
Beck
Brown
Bynum
Castrucci
Chang
Clayhorn
Dawadi
DeCaro
Epps
Fox
Frewer
Gaskill
Ginsberg
Gordon
Gordon
Grant
Gray
Hanson
Hayes
Henry
Hewlett-Betts
Hoeg
James
Kackmann
Kapell
Kent
Knapp
Kolkmann
LaMack
Li
Li
Louard
Mathisen
Matta
McAteer
McDaniel
Mejia
Nonemaker
Obasanjo
Orama
Petri
Ramirez
Ramos
Richman
Sager
Salmons
Singletary
Slossberg
Stein
Stoner
Stump
Vazquez
Visnauskas
Walsh
Weisz
Widerkehr
Wikkerink
Winfield
Wirk
Zewde

First Name
Tunder
Vidhi
Cyrous
Danielle
Joan
Thomas
Seth
Paul
Jorge
Duke
Chanda
Thomas
Anthony
Jaye
Joseph
Derek
Mark
Larry
Caswle
Melissa
Katherine
Alexandra
Stephen
Sherill
Wendy
Daniel
jaVonna
Ellen
Martin
Daniel
Brandt
Joel
Lauren
Patrick
Leroy
Diane
Ann
MaryBeth
Cana
Brien
Nexida
Audrey
Olusegun
Nilsa
Phillip
Jorge
Alexandra
Samuel
Josh
Dylan
Delores
Emmanuelle
William
Vance
Christoph
Rev. Domingo
Amelia
JD
Claire
Deborah
Hans
Marie
Michael
Sara

Company
Chartered Capital
Property Resources Corporation
Sun Rock Development LLC
Center For Urban Community Services
New Destiny Housing Corporation
Trinity Financial
Genesis Companies
Castrucci Architect
Urban Architectural Initiatives
Langan
New Destiny Housing Corporation
Benchmark Title
Benchmark Title
Bronx Pro Group
CUCS
Ascendant Neighborhood Development
Curtis + Ginsburg Architects
DOE Fund
The Bridge
Odyssey House
Gilbane
Avante Contracting Corp.
Carey Group LLC
Harlem Congregations for Community Improvement
Lakshmi Management LTD
The Hoeg Corporation
Apex
The Albanese Organization
Think Architecture
Lantern Organizations
BRANDT : HAFERD
Douglaston Development
Services for the UnderServed
Camber
Think Architecture
Lantern Organizations
The Doe Fund
Alodgio Consulting, LLC

Role

Urban Builders Collaborative LLC
The Community Builders
Duvernay and Brooks
Acacia Network
MDG

Developer
Developer
Non Profit
Developer
Developer
Developer
Architectural/Energy
Architect
Engineering
Developer; Social Service Provider
Other
Other
Developer
Developer; Social Service Provider
Developer
Architect
Developer; Non-Profit
Non-Profit
Substance Abuse Treatment
Developer
Developer
Real estate development consultant
Non-Profit
Other
Developer
Developer; GC
Developer
Architect
Developer
Architect
Developer
Non-Profit
Developer
Architect
Developer
Developer
Real estate development consultant
nonprofit developer
Architecture Firm
Developer
Developer
Developer
Non profit
Developer

Lemle & Wolf
K&R Preservation
S2 Construction LLC
Pennrose
O.R. Colan Associates, LLC
CetraRuddy Architecture DPC
Dattner Architects
Curtis + Ginsburg Architects
Trinity Financial
FRIENDLY HANDS. Inc
HANAC Inc.
Silver Equities
WXY architecture + urban design
Mlappin LLC
Sparc Office
Freelance
Lantern Organizations
Studio Seqde

Developer
Developer; Other
Developer; Other
Real estate company
Other
Architect
Architect
Architect
Developer
Social Service Provider
Developer
Developer
Architect
consultant, developer
Architect
Real estate development consultant
Developer
Architect

Email
tundercole@charteredcapitalllc.com
vidhia@prcny.com
cyrousakhavan@gmail.com
danielle.baez@cucs.org
jbeck@newdestinyhousing.org
tbrown@trinityfinancial.com
sbynum@genesiscompanies.com
paul@castrucciarchitect.com
jchang@uai-ny.com
dclayhorn@langan.com
cdawadi@newdestinyhousing.org
tomdecaro@benchmarkta.com
aepps@benchmarkta.com
jfox@bronxprogroup.com
joseph.frewer@cucs.org
gaskilld@ascendant.nyc
mark@cplugsa.com
lgordon@doe.org
cgordon@thebridgeny.org
mgrant@odysseyhousenyc.org
kgray@gilbaneco.com
ahanson@abra-avante.com
shayes@careyllc.com
shenry@hcci.org
lakshmimgmt@aol.com
dan@thehoegcorporation.com
jj@apexbuilds.com
ekackmann@albaneseorg.com
marzy@think-arc.com
danielfkent@gmail.com
brandt@brandthaferd.com
jkolkmann@ddny.com
llamack@sus.org
pli@camberpg.com
leroy@think-arc.com
dlouardm@lanterncommunity.org
amathisen@doe.org
mbm@alodgio.com
cmcateer@breakingground.org
bmcdaniel@marvelarchitects.com
nmejia@lettire.com
audrey.nonemaker@tcbinc.org
oobasanjo@duvernaybrooks.com
norama@promesa.org
ppetri@mdgny.com
jramirez@slsco.com
aramos@lemlewolff.com
samrichman@krpreservation.com
jsager@S2construction.nyc
dsalmons@pennrose.com
dsingletary@orcolan.com
pr@cetraruddy.com
mbarlow@dattner.com
vstoner@cplusga.com
cstump@trinityfinancial.com
tony1210029@yahoo.com
avisnauskas@hanac.org
jd@silverwaveequities.com
claire@wxystudio.com
deborah@mlappinllc.com
hansmaarten@sparcoffice.com
winfieldmm@web.de
mwinter@lanterncommunity.com
saraz@studio-zewde.com

